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TNE NAMIBIAN FISMI INDUSTRY RICHARD MORSOM 

(Not to be quoted or reproduced without permission) 

The waters off the coast of Namibia offer one of the richest potential 
fishing grounds in the world. But the people of Namibia themselves have 

derived precious little benefit from the intensive exploitation of the 

last thirty-five years. The high profits from inshore fishing (canned 
pilehards, fish meal and oil) have been rckt-k by the cartel of South 
African-owned companies which control the processing factories, while the 
foreign exchange earned by exports has gone into the coffers of the South 
African government. At the same time, the greed and illegal status of the 
South African occupation regime have led to Namibia's virtual exclusion from 
the rich pickings of deep sea fishing (frozen white fish) , which are taken by 
a large South African and foreign trawler fleet. Most of the products of both 
fisheries are destined net for Namibian consumption but for export to South 
Africa and overseas. Little is left for Namibians to share except the low 
wages from employment associated with the processing factories and the fishing 
fleet. And in the last five years even this has largely vanished with the 
destruction of the pilcha±d stock by everfishing. The Namibian fishing industry 
provides a classic case of extreme economic exploitation and resource theft 

in a country under ftign rule.  

Marine resources along the Namibian coast 

The waters off the west coast of Southern Africa sustain one of the world's 
great reserves of marine life. Special climatic conditions generate a cold, 
northward- flowing current (the Ben9 ada Current), an upwelling of cold, 
nutrient-rich water near the eoast, and a net movement of suface water away 
from the coastline. A wealth of minute organisms grow in the surface layer, 
die, and fall to the ocean bed. This highly productive organic base sustains 
vast shoals of filter-feeding pelagic(surfaee-feeding) fish, principally 
pilchards and anchovies, and a dense population of demersal (bottom-feeding) 
fish, mainly hake. Further up the food chain, other species, especially 
predators, thrive 6 large numbers, ix particular maasbankers (horse mackerel) 
and mackerel, which live at intermediate depths, smeek (inshore) and tuna 

(offshore). Large colonies of Cape fur seals and fish-eating birds cencenrate 
on the rocky coastal islands, in particular those along Namibia's southern 
shores. Other substantial resource* include reck lobster (crayfish), 
concentrated around Lfderitz Bay, shrimps, krill, and certain types of seaweed.  

The hallmark of the marine resources is net so much their variety as their 

huge numbers, which support large-scale commercial exploitation. The pelagic 

and to a lesser extent the mid-water fisk have a high oil content and yield 
good quality meal, which is used principally in concentrated stock feed for 

factory farming (poultry, pigs). The pilchard, however, is the really lucrative 

species, being ideal for canning for human consumption - the anchovy Is too 

small and the maasbanker too large, although both are possible. The hake, a 

non-oily white fish, and most of the mid-water catch are frozen for human 

consumption, as are rock lobster tails Of the predators, snoek is systematic

ally caught for drying and salting. By coaparison, however, these are 

sidelines; pelagic fish processing and deep trawling are overwhelmingly 
dominant in terms of both volume and value.  

The most intense concentration of commercial fishing over the last three 

decades has been in Namibian waters. Their average share of the catch in the 

whole South East Atlantic in the early 1970s was between 60 and 7T 

55 - 60 V of shoal species, although this has dropped steeplY in recent years 

with the destruction of the pilchard, and 70 - 80 ' of mid-water and 

bottom-feeding species. Why the Namibian people have reaped so little benefit 

from this considerable fishing effort will be the subject of the remader of 

this background paper.
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The rlunder of the pilchard.  

Fishing in Namibia has a long history, For ceuntless centuries small groups of 
hunter-gatherers fished the sandy lagoons along the iO coast. Between the late 
18th century and the 1920s and 1930s, when it was briefly the southern base of the 
Norwegian whaling fleet, Walvis Bay was periodically the regular resort of whalers 
from the north Atlantic. Early this century Colou*ed fishermen from the Cape, using 
small hand-line boats, set up a snoek f;'i6ry in the Bay that continues today.  

The large-scale pelagic fishery was not started until the late 1940s. Walvis Bay and 

Lderitz are the only sheltered anchorages along the whole Namibian coast, and Walvis 
Bay is not merely the only good natural harbour between the Cape and Southern Angola 
a distance of ever 2000 km - but is also at the centre of one of the main areas of 
seasonal concentration of the pilchard. Not surprisingly, the Bay became virtually 
the sole base of the Namiblian fish processing industry. By 1954, only six years 
after the first had been opened, six factories were processing pilehards into 
fishmeal and oil. By the late 1960s eight factories, all but two of them now princip
ally pilchard canneries and #11 standing cheek by jowl along the shore north of the 
harbour - Africa's 'cannery row' - were Warking flat-out throughout the year, served by 
80 - 100 small purse-5einerswhich made daill rums to~the fishing grounds close by.  

The height of the industry's prosperity wan the mid-1970s, Awhen output of canned 
pilchards had more than doubled within a decade to ever 10 million cartons a year.  
Since the sudden collapse of the pilchard stock after 1976, canning has almost ceased 
and only the fishmeal reduction plants continue, depending now overwhelmingly on 
anchovies and to a small extet maasbanker.  

RieCreasond for the spectacular disappearance of the phlchard are still not perfectly 
understood. This is abbve all an indictment of the inadequacy of the scientific 
resources devoted by the South African government to researching the ecology of the 
Namibian fishery, the conservation of which, despite the illegality of its authority 
since 1966, has come under its de facto control. Surface-feeding shoal fish are 

fast-b=reeding and their numbers tend to vary widely with short-term environmental 
changes, especially in water temperature, salinity and food supply. Environmental 

factors did, for example, play an important part in the collapse of the very similar 

Peruvian pelagic fishery in 1972. But in the Namibian case the evidence points 
overwhelmingly to systematic overfishing as being the major cause - on this indepead

ent experts, South African fishery scientists and even government ministers are 
generally agreed.  

From the outset the Walvis Bay factories concentrated exclusively on the pilchard.  

During the 1950s the overall quota was pegged below 250,000 tonnes. In the 1960s, 

under pressure from the companies, the Souh African authorities raised it steeply 

te a peak of just under one million tonnes in 1968, apparently on the unbelievably 

haive assumption that If the quota was fulfilled, the stock could sustain the catch.  

On top of this, between 1966 and 1969, allegedly as a result of political patronage, 

and despite the protests of official scientists and the South West Africa Administrat

ion, two fishmeal factory shipd were allowed to operate outside the 12 mile limit.  

In 1968 they took nearly 600,000 tonnes, in 1969 just under 500,000 tennes, sweeping 

the ocean clean. This was the killer blow. The pilchard population, already in decline 

from a level of about 7 million in the early 19
60s, crashed from about 6 million in 

1966 to under 2 million in 1970; while the catch fell from a peak of over 1.4 million 

in 1968 to only 0.5 million two years later. Belatedly the quota was cut - although 

incredibly in 1971 one of the factory ships was allowed briefly to return and haul in 

another 56,000 tonnes.  

I a purse-seine is a ring net cast in a circle around the shoal and drawn in ever 

the side of the boat

.1 2)
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But those in chargewere not willing to learn the lesson. A good 1972 year-class 
lent flimsy plausibility to the companies' claims of abundance. Steadily the quota 
was pushed back up,from 270,000 tonnes in 1972 to 560,000 tonnes in 1974-5, and 
company spokesmen confidently predicted they would double their cannery output 

by the end of the decade. The crash research programme, set up to monitor the 

size and composition of the fish population, was allowed to run down and for two 

crucial years (1975-6), which appear to have beennthe start of a period of poor 
environmental conditions for pilchard reproduction, no monitoring was undertaken 
at all. By 1977, when it was restarted, it was obvious to all that the pilchard, 
whose population was already way below what it had been o decade earlier, was fast 

disappearing from Namibian waters. In 1978 the season was abruptly halted with a 

mere 45,000 tonnes landed, and since then restrictions and scarcity have held the 
catch below 60,000 tones, most of it taken not in the traditional zone off Walvis 
Bay but far to the north.  

There are worrying signs that the same fate may be overtaking the other major 

sheol species, the anchovy. As the plunder of the pilchard took its toll, it is 

possible that the anchovy population expanded to fill the environmental niche.  
In any case, the companies, given free reign by a quota set far higher that the 

actual catch, turned to anchovies as their major source of fishmeal and oil.  
Within five years anchovy landings rose from virtually nothing to 270,000 tonnes 

in 1971. A steep decline between 1974 and 1976 was dramatically reversed as the 
companies launched a full-scale assault on the anchovy to compensate for the 
pilchards they had wiped out. In 1978 they hauled in a record 360,000 tonnes 
But it was not to last. By 1982: the catch had declined to less than 90,000 
tonnes, only 40 Y of the quota, and scientists were publicly speculating on the 
disappearance of the anchovy as well.  

The collapse of the inshore fishing industry has been a disaster for the Namibia& 
economy. From a peak of about 15 ' of G.D.P. , the value of shoal fish catching 
and processing, formerly more than 90 V of all fish production, has dropped to 
under 3 V . For the last five seasons at best only one or two of the cannery lines 

have been running for restricted periods, and during 1980-1 the companies stripped 
probably over half the carning plant and shipped it overseas to South Africa and 
Chile, as did the major can-making plant which supplied them. For Namibia's only 
manufacturing industry of any size, this asset-stripping amounted to industrial 
destruction on a massive scale.  

The collapse har also been disastrous for Namibian workers and fishermen. At the 

peak of cannery output in the mid-1970s - the canning lines are the labour-intensive 

department of the processing operation - the eight factories and one can-making 
plant at Walvis Bay provided employment for 7000 black woerfts 900 fishermen, and 

about another 2000 workers in heavily dependent employmentt'he 900 fishermen 
supplying them. Today that number is down to only a few hundred, the fishermen 

havebeen reduced by half, and employment generally by over 8000, or more than 

half the town's labour force. There seems little prospect of recovery in the 
intermediate future.  

Deep water trawling 

Offshore trawling for mid-water and bottom-feeding species is organised differently 

fLom the pelagic fishery with its close relationship between fleet and shore

based factories. Modern trawlers are equipped to freeze and even cqn their 

catch and store it for months on end. Their fishinr methods and nets are also 

quite different in purpose, being designed to scoop up the fish at considerable 

depths on steady runs rather than to sight and surround particular shoals on the 

surface.
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Large-scale trawling off the Namibian coast stretches back little morethan 15 
years. Well before that, vessls based in South African ports regularly visited 
the area, but the South AfricAn, o this day remains smll compared to the size of 
the resources. In a country which produces most of its own meat, white fish is 
still mostly a minority luxury feed - unlike pelagic fish, which supplies bet raw 

material nputs ( meal, oil ) and cheap protein (canned pilchards) for those who 

cannot afford meat. The major expansion has come with the arrival of the integrated 
long distance trawler fleets of the leading fishing nations, complete with supply 
and factory ships. Some sixteen nations participate, but two predominate, with 
about 6!Q, of the total offshore catch in the late 1970s, the USSR (50-55 ot) and 
Spain (14 . Eastern European nations take 20 94 and other Western European nations 
together with Japan, Israel and Iraq, another 5 V. For these countries, and in 
parti ular the USSR and those in Eastern Europe, the Namibian fishery is only one 
part of a world-wide fishing operation. For the latter in particular, white fish 
supplies a substantial proportion of human consumption of animal protein.  

Trawl fishing off Namibia has been beset by two fundamental difficulties in inter
national law. The first reflects a world-wide change of approach in the last 15 
years to the management of offshore marine resources, from an unregulated free
fww-all in which the industrialised nations scooped the richest prizes, to 
exclusive economic zones ( EEs) supervised by the adjacent seaboard nation.  
Durinz the 197)s several West African fishing countries declared EEZs, and in 
November 1977 S6uth Africa followed suit, imposing a 200 mile zohe over its 
coastal waters. Namibia remains one of the very few nations possessing considerable 
offshore resources lacking the means to control access to those resources. The 
reason for this is the illegality of the occupying power, South Africa, whose 

international responsibility it has been for the last 16 years to remove its 
administration and make way for a Namibian government entitled to regulate its 
offshore resources. In 1979 the South African government did indeed declare a 
200 mile FE in Namibian waters and two years later (April 1981) purported to 
put ut into force; but this enactment has no force in international law and has 
been specifically denounced by the U N Council for Namibia, the legal administering 
authority; nor have any agencies of the South African government the right to 

administer le zone* This is the cause of the second difficulty; nations fishing 

in Namibila's offshore waters have no legal management authority on the spot with 
which they could attempt to negottate fishing rights, even if they wished to.  

The consequence is that the offshore fishery, which by presently accepted 

international standards is a Namibian resource, remains open to all comers and 

highly vulnerable to over-exploitation. Since 1972 nearly all the fishing nations 

have cooperated in a voluntary self-regulating agreenment, the'h .' t " ,-. ' 

in which South Africa participates not as a management authority Wt just as one 

amongst 16 equal members. Particularly in the last two years , - -CSEHF has 

adopted measures regulating such key issues as the mesh size of trawl nets as well 

as the usual setting of annual quotas. Yembers have also been given the right to 
inspect each other t s vessels for contraventions, and several from both East and 

West have actively done so. 'But ICSEAF remains a voluntary association without 

legal status, has no separate place for Namibia, and is not - unlike other 

fishery conventions - registered with the FAO, for the very good reason that 

Namibia, through the U N Council, is a full government member thereof.  

Such catch statistics as are released by ICSEAF - and they are not easy to obtain 

suggest that the major deep water species off Namibia have come under increasingly 

severe pressure over the last decade. demersal species, which in the mid-1970s 

still accounted for 50 -55 q" of the offshore catch, declined from just under

(4 )



800,000 tonnes in 1972 to 320,000 tonnes in 1979, and the CSEAF quota for 1981 
reached a low of 212,000 tonnes. As trawler effort switched to mid-water species, 
the maasbanker catch rose to 518,000 tonnes in 1979 and in the late 1970s its 
northern relative, PA% horse mackerel, rose steeply from 34,000 tonnes in 
1976 to a peak of 325,000 tonnes in 1978. Taken together, in the three years 1977
1979 nearly 700,000 tonnes of horse mackerel a year were taken from Namibian waters 
a massive 60 ?! of the offshore catch. South Africa itself appears to have made 
little effort at monitoring of the Ao-C-water stocks; whether any other ICSEAF 
member has done so is unclear. But the figures suggest that hake has been seriously 
reduced by heavy fishing, and that horse mackerel to* is now coming under severe 
pressure.  

Namibia's share in deep-water fishing remains small. Between 1977 and 1982 the 
South African proportion of the hake quota in Naibian waters (corresponding 
approximately to the ICSEAF subdivisions 1.3-5 ) was a mere 7 0/, and catch statistics 
sugrest that only a quarter to a half was taken up - most of the South African effort 
was concentrated off the South African coast. Even so, landings at Walvis Bay 
amounted to only a minority of the South African catch in Namibian waters, a 
fractional 4-7000 tonnes in the early 1970s and 1980s, or less than 1 1Y of the 
total catch. In the case of maasbanker, the 'South African' catch appears to be 
taken entirely by Walvis Bay boats. But for the most part effort has been small, 
the Namibian share in the 1970s and early 1980s amounting to 5 0' ot less ( usually 
in the range 5 - 25,000 tonnes ) of the total catch. For the most part mackerel 
was fed to the reduction plants for meal and oil and only a small quantity was 
canned. The Walvis Bay fleet recorded large hauls only in 1971 and 1977, immediately 
after pilchards became scarce, and in 1982, by when the anchovy landings had declined 
dramatically, the totals (70-80,000 tonses) accounted for up to 25 o of the total 
catch in those years. In the expanding catch of unene 
horse mackerel , neither South African nor Namibian boats appear to p rticipate 
at all.  

Overall, the proportion of the total demersal and mid-water catch landed at Walvis 
Bay between 1976 and 1979 was a mere 3.5 0/. Until recently, precessing capacity 
for white fish has been limited to two small freezing lants. Since the destruction 
of the pilchard this capacity has been marginally expanded by the fishing companies 
and a couple of trawlers based at Walvis Bay; but the Namibian market is skall, 
overland transport to South Africa is costly, and would anyway compete with their 
South African interests. By 1982 four Walvis Bay plants were equipped to process 
white fish and sole, supplied by about half a dozen trawlers chartered or owned 
by the companies. But there is little real sign of a sustained effort to expand 
either the catching or the nrocessinr of trawl fish at Walvis Bay. Otherwise, 
the only contact Namibia has with the large-scale fishin' activity taking place in 
its offshore waters is with foreign trawlers which call at Walvis Bay for supplies .  

and transhipment of catches.  

Other marine products 

Besides fishing, exploitation of other marine resources is on a far smaller scale.  
Each is nonetheless valuable in its own right. Th; processing of rock lobster is the 

economic backbone of Vanibia's only other port, Luderitz. The lobster are valuable 

for their tails, which are frozen for export as a delicacy, mainly to the U.S. A 

small proportion are canned, and the residue is either converted to meal or, too 

often, simply thrown away. Once again, however, over-exploitation - what one press 

survey in 1975 described as 'massive resource depradation' - has taken a heavy toll.  

production of frozen tails fell steeply from a peak of 2640 tonnes in 1966 to only 

750 tonnes in 1971, and the processing companies closed two of their factories and 

pooled production in the single remaining plant. Production has recovered very 

little since; the quota in 1980 was only 1360 tonnes. Employment at the height of 

the season is around 500 factory workers and 600 fishermen, but for most of the 

year this is reduced to the 150 permanent factory workers.
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The othcr two commercial activities, seal culling and guano collection, have until 
recently been controlled directly by agencies of the South African government as 
Dart of their South African operations. Sealing is undertaken both by the state 
itself and by licensees, to a small extent on the offsiore islpnds but mostly at 
@ape Cross (15-200') and at Wolf and Atlas Bays just south of Luderitz (60-8(r').  
Killings rose from around 40,000 in the early 1960s to 55,000 a decade later; the 
1979/80 quota, set after control had been transfered to Windhoek, was put at 47,000.  
Fitherto little effort has been made to recover and process the carcases, only the 
skins and blubber being taken. Culling methods - clubbing and severing of blood vessels 
around the heart - were declared inhumane by a team from the U.S. Department of 
Commerce in the early 1970s, although the South African government, anxious to retain 
a useful export market, has since made efforts to improve its image.  

'uano is harvested from the islands and to a lesser extent from privately-owned 
Dlatforms north of Walvis Bay. The former have since 1976 been farmed out to a lic
ensee, but is still sent to Cape Town for government distribution.  

The fishinm companies and trade links 

'rom the very start the pelagic fish processing industry was tightly controlled by 

a cartel of South African-based companies. The six plants which had started pro
duction by 1954 were then already owned by four of the five operating groups which 
control the industry today. The three largest, SFASVAISWAFIL, Yarine Products and 
Yaap-Yunene, controlled almost exactly the same proportion of the quota in 1976 as 
they did in 1954, 79" as against 82/. In 1963 the latter two were licensed to build 
one more plant each, and in the late 196 0s the interests which had sent in the 
factory ships were 'compensated' for their removal with a share in the former. In 
1968 a further license was allocated to Consortium Fisheries, a recently-formed 
coalition of local trawling interests, ostensibly in order to finance their loss
making white fish operation.  

At the height of its Drosperity in 1976, therefore, the shore-based processing industry 
consisted of text factories (mine at Walvis Bay, one at Lferitz), all but one 
containing reduction plants for producing fish meal and oil and six of them also 
containing pilchard canneries. The tenth was a small plant at Walvis Bay for freezing 
pilchards, mainly as bait. The SEASWA/ISAPIL group, operating through United Fishing 
Enterprises (MFE), controlled two of the largest canneries, with 3V" of the quota.  
Yarine products ran two canneries and one reduction plant, with ?70' of the quota; 
and Yaa-Kunene ran a cannery at Walvis Bay and a reduction plant at Laderitz, with 
21"1" of the quota, as well as the freezing pl1t. Ovenstone's owned one cannery (90, 
and Consortium the rempining reduction plant,0both at Walvis Bay. Since the destruc
tion of the pilchard, the companies have reshuffled the quotas amongst themselves.  
By mid-1981, Kaap-Runene and Ovenstone's had virtually abandoned Nanibia for Chile, 
and Yarine Products and UYE, althonah retaining their stake, had each halved their 
canning capacity. Consortium, on the other hand, had more than doubled its share to 
20"' by taking over Ovenstone's quota.  

The ownership structure of the operating companies is ax complex network of share
holdings (see diagram), cemented by interlocking directorships.Influnece and control 
is not always apparent from the statistics of shareholding and is sometimes concealed 

by non-quoted holdings. But the general picture is clear enough. Four of the five 
gTroups are controlled from South Africa and ultimately owned mainly by South African 

interests. Both UFF and Marine Products are linked by a maze of shareholdings to 

a hierarchy of South African banks, pension funds and Afrikaner financial institutions, 
principally Federale Volksbelergings (FVB), Volkskas, SA1NLAY and the South African 
Yutual. Kaap6Kunene is controlled by two Afrikaner businessmen, Oventonds jointly 
by the Ovenstone family and Premier Milling. The fifth group, Consortium, is the only 

one to be locally owned, by one of the few Namibian-based companies of any size.  

Olthaver and List. The single marketing channel for canned pilchards, Fedfood (Fed

eral Marine), is also part of the FVB empire.
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In all the groups, non-South African foreign shareholdings, where they exist, are 
severel sta es removed from the operatbng companies themselves. Premier Milling 
is ultimately owned by Whittington Investments (U.K.). The reported take-over of 
Tirer Oats by Barlow Rand may give overseas mining investors a distant stake in 
TFE, as may similar foreign shareholdings in South African financial institutions.  
The same apuli es to Irvin and Johnson, a subsidiary of Anglo-Vaal and the leading 

South African trawling company, which markets most of the white fish landed at Valvis 
'ay. Rut there are several more direct links. Metal Box (U.V.) owned thelarge can
can-making plant in Walvis Bay which supplied the needs of te canreries, although 
in 1l190 it closed the plant down and removed all the machinery. A Spanish company, 
Pesquerias Caditana de 1ran Altura, h=s a small share in trawler fishing from 'alvis 
Bay throurzh a 40"' stake in the Gaditana Fishing Company (SWAFIL 6on), which i! 1982 
had about T' of the South African hake +,uota for Namibian waters. And a Rl.lm joint 
venture, Yukorob Fishing, to be owned by 'an Israeli company' (510') and the state 

ai-ency First National Development rorporation (49"'), was announced early in 1982, 
with an Israeli trawler to supply white fish to a Lideritz plant on a 3000 tonne 
initial quota.  

Successful marketing has' been crucial to the prosperity bf the fishing industry, 
and it was exports that underpinned the companies' golden years in the mid-1970s.  
Between 1973 and 1976, 451' of fishmeal, 55"' of fish oil, 5T of canned pilchards 
and over 90,' of frozen tails were sent overseas, mainly to Western Europe and North 
America; and most of the rest was sold in South Africa. The marketing channels are 
highly centralised, one for each of the four main commodities. All except possibly 
the frozen tails are sent directly to South Africa before being placed en the market.  
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, according to Barbara Rogers' detailed study of 
the Yaibian fishinp, industry, there were several direct marketing links with 
Western companies, notably between SEAS A and 'a major U.S. company' for pet food, 
between Ovenstone's and Del Mcnte (U.S.) for canned pilchards, and with Lever Bros 
(U.Y.), which'controls about 80 of the world market for fish oil'. With the destruc
tion of the pilchard, most of these exports have vanished, and South Africa/Namibia 
is now a net importer of canned pilchards.  

Th fishing companies bear a heavy burden of repponsibility for the destruction of 
T amibian marine resources and the exr oitation of Namibian labour. It is they who 
have consistently pushed for higher quotas, dismissed scientists' warnings, and 

pulled the necessary strings at government level to get their way. As late as 1978 
one of the key company direetors, Robert Silverman, could still comnent: 'Fishing 
is like farming, very seasonal. If our fears are confirmed for this year, one bad 

year doesw't mean that it will be followed by another'. Repeated allegations have 
been made - and backed up in several government investigations - that the companies 

have connived at the dumping of unwanted species at sea on a massive scale, at bribery 

to 'misidentify' surplus pilchards as other species, at under-recording on the weihing 

scales as the fish catch was landed. They have structured their operations as an 
enclave industry supplying their home country and foreign markets rather than YTami
bian needs. They have repatriated nearly all their high profits - which not even 
the disapnearance of pilchard canning has completely wiped out - into teir expan
sion and diversification within South Africa. And they have exploited the repressive 

labour laws to t-e utmost, using migrant labour on a seasonal basis to man their 

canneries at the cheapest possible cost while paying some of the lowest wage-rates 

in the country. Now that the pilchard has gone, they have simply reduced or stripped 

their assets and moved elsewhere, leaving behind the empty shell of a ruined industry.
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Campai-ning persnectives 

Overseas (as opposed to South African) ownershiT is generally minor, ill-defined 
and remote in the case of the Naibian fishing industry, althourh at the highest 
level TNCs or large South African-based companies with international interests can 
be identified. Nor for the moment are exports of Namibian fish products prominent in 
world markets, and may not be for some time riven the way the fishery has been ravaged.  
Nevertheless, the pelagic fishery is a classic instance of resource theft, and a 
context to which the UN Decree on Natural Resources is hiphly relevant. So too, 
although more ambiguously, is the offshore trawl fishery. In both cases, direct 
intervention by the N Council for Namibia may prove appropriate. Nawibia, repre
sented by the Council, is a full government member of the FAO, which is repponsible 
for establishing and registering regional fishery conventions. ICSEAF is neither 
registered nor officially recognized, but its northern neighbour, the Fishery 
Committee for the Eastern Central Atlantic (rECA-l) is. If CPC A were to admit Angela 
and Namibia as members - and the possibility was raised in April 1981 - then its 
supervision and regulations would take precedence over those of ICSEA' with regard 
to South African and ether foreig"n fishing vess-els in Namibian waters.  

A second issue is South Africa's illegal annexation of Walvis Bay in 1977, which if 
perpetuated after the rest of Namibia achieves independence would not only hijack 
most of the fishing industry and Namibia's main fishing harbour but also cut a 200 
mile swathe of 'South African' territorial and fishing waters through the heart 
of Namibia's fishing grounds. South Africa is also claiming the offshore islands 
south of Walvis Bay, w ich would cause even greater disruption. Political pressure 
to ensure that the UN's recognition of Walvis Bay as an integral part of Namibia 
is translated at independence into the removpl of South African rule from the enclave 
and the islands is therefore vital to the future of the Namibian fishin- industry.
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